1. INTRODUCTION AND ISSUE

For quite a while now, a controversy has raged amongst patients and carriers of the haemochromatosis mutation, general practitioners and blood establishments over whether or not haemochromatosis patients should be allowed to give blood.

At the moment, most blood establishments reject haemochromatosis patients as donors of whole blood and blood components. In Belgium, this approach is based on two provisions of the Act of 5 July 1994 regarding blood and blood products of human origin (modified by the Royal Decree of 1 February 2005) according to which blood and blood products for transfusion purposes shall only be collected from volunteer donors who shall receive no compensation in return. Donations from haemochromatosis patients (probably) fail to meet the disinterested and voluntary donation requirement, as they are carried out for therapeutic purposes. It follows that there is a risk that the donor will withhold information that is liable to stand in the way of their giving blood. The exclusion criteria for potential donors mentioned in the appendix of the Act referred to above also include metabolic disorders. Haemochromatosis can be taken to be such a disorder.

In a previous advisory report, the Superior Health Council (SHC, 2004) emphasised the paramount importance of the altruistic nature of blood donations, mainly in order to ensure the safety of the blood components. At the time, a request to depart from this principle in the case of haemochromatosis patients was declined.

However, critics to this approach have emphasised that excluding haemochromatotics results in the loss of a group of regular, loyal and very willing donors. It is important to note that a traditional donor population includes a certain number of individuals who are carriers of a mutation related to haemochromatosis. Indeed, most new donors are recruited among young adults at an age at which there is not yet any clinical manifestation of potential case of haemochromatosis.

Moreover, there has never been enough concern over the quality of the blood from haemochromatotic donors to carry out genetic or biological screenings aimed at identifying blood donors with undiagnosed preclinical haemochromatosis.

The greater vigilance and improved performance of the diagnostic tools used in the context of hereditary haemochromatosis entail a risk of losing ever more donors as a result of this diagnosis (Conry-Cantilena, 2001). This raises the question whether it is still justified to exclude all haemochromatotics from donating blood, given the considerable efforts that are continuously required to maintain the blood supply at an appropriate level.
In some countries (Norway, Sweden, South Africa, Canada, Australia), the blood from haemochromatosis patients is used for transfusion purposes without there having been any side effects reported in the recipients (Jeffrey & Adams, 1999). Several other countries have recently adopted a more flexible and/or more fine-tuned approach to blood donations from haemochromatotics (FDA, 2001; UKBTS, 2005; NZBS, 2006; Nicholson, 2009; Danic & Bigey, 2009). Yet taking such a step requires certain precautions, an overview of which is provided in APPENDIX 1.

These developments call for a revision of the previous SHC advisory report. For haemochromatosis patients to be allowed to give blood, the components obtained from these donors must be shown to be just as safe and effective as those that are currently used for transfusion purposes. Apart from this, what are the conditions on which haemochromatosis patients could safely be allowed to give blood? As already mentioned above, it is to be feared that implementing the usual eligibility criteria in selectively accepting donors with haemochromatosis will pose safety risks. Indeed, these potential donors could be tempted to withhold or play down information on potential impediments to donating blood.

This report aims at issuing up-to-date advice based on scientific arguments regarding the exclusion/eligibility of haemochromatotics as donors.

We will provide an answer to the following questions regarding the use for transfusion purposes of blood components from venesections carried out on haemochromatosis patients.

- Are there any risks involved in giving blood for the haemochromatotics themselves?
- Are there any risks involved in haemochromatotics giving blood for the safety of the blood components?
- If there are no risks involved in haemochromatotics giving blood, or if the risk is acceptable, is it at all desirable that these individuals should give their blood?
- Should haemochromatotics meet certain specific requirements in order to be authorised to give blood?
- Are there any particular organisational requirements to abide by in the event of haemochromatotics being allowed to give blood?

We also verify whether the advisory report is acceptable from an ethical point of view.

In Belgium, 39,088 therapeutic venesections were carried out in 2009 (NIHDI, 2009): 45 % in a department of internal medicine, 22 % in gastroenterology and 15 % in departments of clinical biology. 10 % are carried out by the general practitioner.

In order to update the advisory report, the issue was submitted to the working group "Blood and blood products", which includes the necessary experts.

2. ADVICE

For individuals who have been diagnosed as carriers of an HFE gene mutation but do not require therapeutic venesections, there are no additional requirements or restrictions as regards their acceptance as blood donors. This especially concerns heterozygous carriers of a mutation of the HFE gene, but also homozygous carriers or people with a compound mutation without any iron build-up (variable penetrance of the disease). The situation of these individuals only needs to be considered insofar as they look upon their anomaly as a (non-altruistic) reason to give their blood.

The blood of all those with hereditary haemochromatosis and with (a history of) iron overload (i.e. including those undergoing maintenance treatment) cannot be used for transfusion purposes for the following reasons:
- It is difficult to guarantee that the blood donation is voluntary and altruistic;
- If there is any organ damage, the counter-indication for blood donation is definitive;
- During iron-depletion therapy,
  - it is possible that multiple blood donations are carried out during the same serological window for viral infections;
  - there is a higher risk of bacterial contamination;
  - there is a risk of iron toxicity;
  - there is a contradiction with the healthy-donor principle;
- Even in the maintenance phase of treatment, the following issues have been described:
  - a higher risk of bacterial contamination;
  - a risk of iron toxicity;
  - disruptions in the homeostasis of other metal ions;
- To date, the blood drawn from haemochromatosis patients has not been shown to entail a greater risk of viral contamination;
- The transfusional efficacy of blood components from haemochromatosis patients has not been determined yet;
- In light of the interactions that were found to occur with macromolecules, the influence of by no means insignificant amounts of biometals and/or heavy metals in the plasma of haemochromatosis patients is liable to compromise the robustness of certain processes pertaining to the biological validation of the blood donation. The blood establishments should implement appropriate operational modalities to safeguard the quality of these processes;
- Research is only just beginning into the impact of disruptions in physiological processes other than iron homeostasis;
- Allowing haemochromatosis patients to give blood will result in a considerable number of practical problems and operational requirements, which form a potential source of error.

All these findings have led the SHC to take the view that additional research is required as regards the susceptibility to infections and appropriateness of blood taken from haemochromatosis patients with no complications, even if the serum ferritin has returned to normal levels, before allowing their blood to be used for blood transfusion purposes.

3. FURTHER DETAILS AND ARGUMENTATION

Abbreviations used:

ALT = alanine aminotransferase; anti-HBc = antibody to hepatitis B core antigen; CMV = cytomegalovirus; DNA = deoxyribonucleic acid; HBsAg = hepatitis B surface antigen; HBV = hepatitis B virus; HCV = hepatitis C virus; HEV = hepatitis E virus; HGV = hepatitis G virus; HFE = type 1 haemochromatosis gene; HH = hereditary haemochromatosis; HIV = human immunodeficiency virus; HTLV = human T-lymphotropic virus; LPI = labile plasma iron; NAT = nucleic acid testing; NTBI = non-transferrin-bound iron; PCR = polymerase chain reaction; TTVI = transfusion transmissible viral infections.

1 One member of the working group has taken a minority position as regards part of the conclusion (see section 3.3).
3.1. Methodology

This advisory report is a revision of the previous advisory report of the SHC on haemochromatosis and blood donations (SHC, 2004). The arguments on which the previous advisory report was based were re-examined in the light of the most recent data from the scientific literature, the practical experience of the blood establishments and the opinion of the experts. The findings were tested against the position of foreign blood establishments and legislators.

The literature was reviewed on the basis of reference lists from relevant articles recently published in the main clinical transfusion journals, including articles available on-line prior to publication. More data were obtained by searching through the PubMed and Embase databases using the search terms "hemochromatosis", "haemochromatosis", "HFE" and "iron overload".

3.2. Further details

This document and the advice pertaining to it only concern the traditional form of hereditary haemochromatosis (type 1). This genetic disorder is caused by mutations of the HFE gene.

Advisory report of 2004

The SHC advisory report no. 8059 on haemochromatosis and blood donations (SHC, 2004) was formulated as follows: "The 1994 Act explicitly confirms the principle that blood donations shall be voluntary and that there shall be no financial compensation in return. All blood donations shall be totally disinterested. The altruistic intentions of donors who give their blood on a voluntary basis with no financial compensation are of paramount importance to keep the blood supply in our country safe. Haemochromatosis patients, who require their blood to be drawn for therapeutic purposes, therefore do not qualify as volunteer donors, thus failing to meet the set requirements. No exemption can therefore be granted, for this or for any other reasons."

Apart from this general refusal based on the principle that all blood donations should be voluntary and altruistic, the following concrete arguments were brought against allowing such donations:
- during the initial phase of treatment, blood is drawn up to twice a week. A haemochromatosis patient carrying a recent viral infection could therefore give several units of blood during the serological window, thus contaminating several recipients;
- blood with a high iron content, such as that drawn during the initial phase of treatment, is not suitable for patients with a chronic need for transfusion (risk of secondary iron overload);
- the exclusion criteria for blood donation, such as hepatitis, liver disorder, cirrhosis, diabetes and hepatocellular carcinoma, are more frequently found in haemochromatosis patients;
- haemochromatosis patients display a higher risk of bacteraemia caused by siderophilic bacteria such as Yersinia enterocolitica and Vibrio vulnificus;
- there is one study that has shown a higher prevalence of hepatitis B markers in haemochromatosis patients than in the control group.

Moreover, the view was taken that there was no compelling reason to change the selection criteria and extend the donor pool to haemochromatosis patients for the sake of the blood supply.

The proposal of allowing the blood establishments to carry out therapeutic venesections free of charge for the patient was turned down because this would have resulted in blood being frequently drawn from at-risk individuals and subsequently needing to be destroyed.
3.2.1. Hereditary haemochromatosis: genetic polymorphism and connection with clinical symptoms

Hereditary haemochromatosis (HH) is one of the most common congenital disorders among individuals of northern European descent (Fix & Kowdley, 2007). This disorder is caused by a deficient expression of the iron regulatory hormone hepcidin, which causes the intestine to absorb abnormally high amounts of iron (Andrews, 2012). Because the body has no active mechanisms for iron excretion, the excess iron builds up in the organs and tissues and may reach toxic levels, with adverse effects on the organs.

The liver, endocrine organs, joints and the heart are particularly liable to be affected, the main late-onset complications being liver cirrhosis, diabetes mellitus and cardiomyopathy. This is a slow process, which means that haemochromatosis may remain clinically unnoticed for a very long time, with its symptoms usually observed after the age of 50. Among the first to appear are rheumatological symptoms (Carroll et al., 2011; Guggenbuhl et al., 2011).

Hereditary haemochromatosis is an autosomal recessive condition. The most common form – also known as type 1 haemochromatosis (Van Steenbergen, 2008) – is caused by a mutation of the \textit{HFE} gene. At the clinical level, the most important mutation is found at position 282 of the \textit{HFE} protein (p.Cys282Tyr or C282Y). A second common mutation in haemochromatosis (p.His63Asp or H63D) can, in combination with C282Y (compound heterozygosity), result in iron levels that are abnormal to different extents. This too may sometimes lead to iron overload (Jackson et al., 2001).

Some 0.4% of the northern and western European population are homozygous for C282Y, whilst some 2% are carriers of the compound genotype H63D/C282Y (Hanson et al., 2001; EASL, 2010). These percentages are higher in some countries or regions (Ireland, Scandinavia, Denmark, Brittany) in which there is a high prevalence (0.5 – 1%) of this mutation, but are lower elsewhere. Thus, in our neighbouring countries the Netherlands, Germany and France (except for Brittany), an average 0.1% only of the population is homozygous and the mutation is even less frequent in southern Europe. The \textit{HFE} genotypes are practically non-existent in people who are not of European descent. The H63D polymorphism shows less geographic variation, with 2% of the European population carriers of the homozygous genotype (EASL, 2010).

The prevalence of the disorder among the most affected demographic groups is estimated at 5 in 1,000 (Edwards et al., 1988; Tan et al., 1999). On average, heterozygous carriers of a mutation of the \textit{HFE} gene show slightly higher haemoglobin levels than those without this mutation and are less prone to iron deficiency. However, they never show any iron overload (Allen et al., 2008). For heterozygous carriers, there are therefore no particular conditions or restrictions as regards their ability to give blood. Indeed, the hepcidin-mediated feedback loop is functional enough in all heterozygous carriers of these mutations and prevents excessive iron uptake in the intestine. As a result, only C282Y homozygotes and carriers of the compound genotype can develop clinical haemochromatosis (Clark et al., 2010). 80 to 85% of patients with a clinically significant iron overload are C282Y homozygotes (Van Vlierberghe et al., 2000; Hanson et al., 2001; EASL, 2010), whereas some 5% of haemochromatosis patients are H63D/C282Y compound heterozygotes. Established iron overload with no C282Y homozygosity or H63D/C282Y compound genotype can be a potential sign of other types of haemochromatosis (which may or may not be hereditary).

Though C282Y homozygotes often show elevated iron levels (elevated biochemical penetrance), only a small portion of them will actually develop an iron overload disease (low clinical penetrance) (Whitlock et al., 2006; Bacon & Britton, 2008; Clark et al., 2010; EASL, 2010). The clinical penetrance reaches some 28% in men and 1% in women (Allen et al., 2008).
Treatment is indicated when the serum ferritin levels are found to rise. It initially involves removing around 450 mL of blood once or twice a week (induction phase) until the serum ferritin levels have dropped to 20 – 50 µg/L (Adams & Barton, 2007). This intense iron-depletion phase of treatment takes between 6 – 24 months, or longer if the iron overload is severe (Poullin & Lefèvre, 2011). This is usually followed by lifelong maintenance therapy, which involves venesections two to four times a year in order to keep the ferritin levels below 50 or 100 µg/L (Bolan et al., 2001; HAS, 2005; Swinkels et al., 2009; EASL, 2010). There is significant variation in the precise frequency with which venesections are carried out during the maintenance stage. They are performed more often on men – in exceptional cases up to 8 times a year – than on women. Iron depletion by means of deferoxamine or oral iron chelating agents can be an alternative to venesection in certain specific situations (Swinkels et al., 2009; Camaschella & Hoffbrand, 2011).

The number of carriers of HFE gene mutations who never show any iron build-up may be estimated at 1 million, which amounts to 10 % of the Belgian population (Van Vlierberghe et al., 1999). To date, neither the precise prevalence of HH among the Belgian population (EASL, 2010), nor the regional differences based on the density of population groups that are not of northern or western European ancestry have ever been determined, yet it is to be expected that the prevalence of C282Y/C282Y homozygotes is 0.1 %.

On the basis of the prevalences mentioned above, it can be calculated that, among the Belgian population (see Table 1), around 217,000 individuals are H63D homozygotes, around 48,500 H63D/C282Y compound heterozygotes and some 10,900 C282Y homozygotes.

| Table 1. Demographic data for Belgium (INS, 2010) and assessment for the number of homozygote or compound heterozygote carriers for H63D or C282Y and the number of haemochromatosis patients. |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Gender  | Population |
|        | Total | with H63D homozygosity | with H63D/C282Y* compound heterozygosity | with C282Y homozygosity | with H63D/C282Y and symptomatic iron overload | with C282Y/C282Y and symptomatic iron overload |
| Men    | 5,312,221 | 106,244 | 23,746 | 5,312 | 24 | 1,487 |
| Women  | 5,527,684 | 110,554 | 24,708 | 5,527 | 2\* | 55 |

* Calculated on the basis of the prevalences of H63D and C282Y, and taking into account a population in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium.

\* Among the 49 patients with compound heterozygosity monitored by D. Walkden (pers. comm.), only 4 women (8.2 %) required therapeutic venesection.

Based on the clinical penetrance of 28 %, it is believed that 1,487 male patients suffer from symptomatic iron overload linked to C282Y homozygosity of the HFE gene, whereas 55 women (1 %) are thought to show iron overload. The clinical penetrance is extremely low among H63D/C282Y compound heterozygotes (about 0.1 % according to Allen et al., 2008). Thus, in Belgium, a little over 1,500 HH patients are currently undergoing therapeutic venesections.
Recent observations (Allen et al., 2010) support the prevalence of associated symptoms in cases where serum ferritin levels remain both normal and mildly elevated (<1,000 µg/L) at an age at which the disease is expected to have developed. For concentrations < 1,000 µg/L, the prevalence of associated symptoms is not higher in C282Y homozygotes for the HFE gene than in individuals who are not carriers of the mutations. In this study, 36 % of men and 5 % of women with C282Y homozygosity have elevated ferritin levels. As a result, it can be assessed that, in the near future, 425 Belgian men and 221 Belgian women may require treatment aimed at bringing down the iron levels not only in the liver but also in extra-hepatic organs in order to reduce the risks of haemochromatosis to a minimum.

This revised version of the previous advisory report takes the view that carriers of HFE mutations with no pathological iron overload only require further examination insofar as they mistakenly look upon their anomaly as a (non-altruistic) incentive to give their blood: if these individuals feel that their health will benefit from their giving blood, the anamnesis may not be very reliable. It is therefore important for general practitioners and the doctors carrying out the collections to provide correct information.

Individuals with hereditary haemochromatosis who may require treatment are C282Y homozygotes or H63D/C282Y compound heterozygotes with serum ferritin concentrations > 1,000 µg/L.

As regards those who have been diagnosed as carriers of an HFE gene mutation without requiring therapeutic venesections, there are no particular requirements as regards their acceptance as blood donors.

3.2.2. Reliability of haemochromatosis patients as donors

Haemochromatosis patients reap personal benefit from their blood donations. In fact, these donations are part of the treatment for their disease. In an American study, 46 % of haemochromatotic donors declared that this was the main incentive for their giving blood. If the venesection cannot be carried out as a blood donation at a blood establishment, this will have to be done at a hospital, which is a less attractive solution, both financially and socially. The influence of the financial advantage is apparent from e.g. the observation that the proportion of American HH patients having their venesections performed at a blood establishment is significantly higher among patients with no medical insurance (McDonnell et al., 1999).

In a survey conducted among haemochromatosis patients, 0.5 % of the respondents admitted to having given their blood as part of their maintenance therapy without mentioning their disease (McDonnell et al., 1999). The purely altruistic drive to give blood – which is an important factor in terms of the safety of the blood from volunteer, disinterested donors (MacPherson, 1998) – can, as a result, be supplanted by less noble intentions in which the personal interest of the donor overrides concerns regarding the safety of the recipient.

The possibility of having therapeutic venesections performed for free can constitute a reason for HH patients to fail to disclose their disease and refrain from mentioning any risk factors that could stand in the way of their giving blood during the anamnesis (SHC, 2004). This risk remains if the policy is to accept HH patients according to the usual selection criteria for blood donors. The practical experience in support of this theoretical risk is mainly anecdotal. Also, published data on this subject are scarce. A single report involving 130 donors with free access to venesection regardless of any potential unsuitability for allogeneic blood donation reports that 4 (3 %) had also mentioned risky behaviour they had previously failed to disclose when the acceptance for venesections depended on the selection requirements for blood donors (Leitman et al., 2003).
In a large anonymous written enquiry among blood donors, Sanchez et al. (2001) found that, on the one hand, unreported risk factors for TTVI (transfusion transmissible viral infections) did not appear more frequently among HH patients than among donors with no health problems (2 % and 3.1 %, respectively). Yet it is striking that the HH donors had often failed to disclose their disease in order to be able to give blood!

Moreover, there is another financial advantage that HH patients benefit from by being allowed to give blood. Indeed, in principle, blood donations are taken from healthy donors. Patients who are afraid they will be unable to take out a life insurance (Delatycki et al., 2002) or another type of insurance (CHS, 2012), to take out a loan or to find employment after having been diagnosed with a disease may fail to reveal any counter-indications to giving blood in order to gain donor status.

The reliability of haemochromatosis patients as blood donors may be compromised by the possibility of having therapeutic venesections performed free of charge to the patient. This can constitute an incentive to fail to disclose risk factors that could form an impediment to giving blood.

### 3.2.3. Ethical issues regarding blood donations from haemochromatosis patients

Haemochromatosis patients are driven to refrain from disclosing their diagnosis by fear of discrimination or stigmatisation regarding their ability to take out insurance, find employment or adopt, as well as their options in terms of education and family relations (Barash, 2000). Moreover, HH patients feel that excluding them as donors is tantamount to denying them an opportunity of helping others in an altruistic fashion. This is all the more difficult to accept for HH patients who gave blood prior to the diagnosis being made. The fact that their blood is "wasted" can be an additional source of irritation and may be reason enough for them not to disclose their disease (Brissot et al., 2011).

Even though the health benefits involved mean that blood donations by haemochromatosis patients are not entirely altruistic (SHC, 2004) and that these donations may therefore be looked upon as less acceptable compared to donations that are purely disinterested (SANQUIN, 2005), Pennings (2005) takes the view that they can nonetheless be considered acceptable from an ethical and social point of view.

This author argues that the altruistic nature of blood donations by HH patients can be safeguarded by doing away with all their advantages:

1. the financial incentive: e.g. by making all therapeutic venesections free of charge to the patient (Grindon, 1993);
2. the health benefit: by separating (non-altruistic) venesections from (altruistic) blood donations.

Once the venesection has been performed, the patient may freely decide whether or not their blood may be used for transfusion purposes, which makes them volunteer altruistic donors. According to the same author (Pennings, 2005), blood donations from haemochromatosis patients are not felt to be demotivating by other volunteer donors.

Another ethical issue concerns the unequal access to healthcare and/or inequalities in the care provided to patients. In fact, if the acceptance of haemochromatosis patients as blood donors differs from one jurisdiction to another, this may result in the emergence of a "medical tourism" phenomenon (CHS, 2012b). It is therefore advisable that the different blood establishments in this country take the same position as regards haemochromatosis patients.
The altruistic nature of blood donations from haemochromatosis patients can be preserved by separating therapeutic venesections from blood donations, as well as by doing away with the financial incentives. Harmonising the access to treatment and the care provided to the patients should also be taken into consideration.

3.2.4. Are there any risks involved in giving blood for the haemochromatotics themselves?

The exclusion criteria mentioned in the appendix to the Act of 5 July 1994 regarding blood and blood products of human origin (modified by the Royal Decree of 1 February 2005) that apply to haemochromatosis – metabolic disorders, chronic conditions – aim at protecting the donors. However, we raise the question whether there is any real risk for donors with HH but no complications or apparent organ damage.

The very nature of this condition means that patients with HH face a lesser risk of developing iron deficiency than ordinary donors (Barton et al., 2001; Rosvik et al., 2010). As a result of the greater iron uptake, the iron stores are systematically compensated for to reach pre-donation levels after normal-frequency donations.

Yet a recent study (Mast et al., 2011) has shown that the protective effect of HFE mutations against the appearance of anaemia induced by frequent blood donations mainly concerns the higher initial values for haemoglobin and the iron status. In the event of repeated blood donations, the measured haemoglobin and iron values evolve in a parallel way in those with and without HFE mutations. In contrast to what may be expected if haemochromatosis were to provide overall protection against blood-donation induced iron deficiency, HFE mutations did not turn out to be more frequent in the population of long-term and frequent donors than they were in new donors. Along the same lines, Adams & Barton (2010) report cases in which HH patients showed symptomatic iron deficiency and anaemia after having given blood for transfusion purposes, without having revealed their diagnosis and without having had their serum ferritin checked by their general practitioners.

On the other hand, Adams & Barton (2010) have also come across HH patients with uncontrolled iron accumulation who self-medicated by giving their blood without mentioning their diagnosis – e.g. out of fear of rejection. Indeed, each time blood is removed, this results in iron loss which in turn reinforces the underlying weak hepcidin state, thus perpetuating the excessive intestinal uptake of iron (Piperno et al., 2007; van Dijk et al., 2008).

Venesections in HH patients who do not meet the safety criteria for blood donors – as a result of organ damage or other medical issues that may or may not have been caused by iron overload – constitute a risk by definition and require facilities in which the necessary care can be provided in the event of any problems occurring.

There is no reason to assume that haemochromatosis patients who meet the usual selection criteria for blood donors are exposed to any greater risk when giving blood than normal donors. However, it is necessary to monitor the manner in which their iron overload evolves both clinically and biologically. In order to avoid the risk of a patient being no longer properly monitored, an integrated care plan should be implemented.

3.2.5. Are there any risks involved in haemochromatotics giving blood for the microbiological safety of the collected blood components?

The iron overload that comes with haemochromatosis has varying implications for the susceptibility to infections.
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Indeed, type 1 haemochromatosis involves iron overload primarily in the parenchymal cells, but also iron loss in the reticuloendothelial system (Cairo et al., 1997; Knutson & Wessling-Resnick, 2003; Jacolot et al., 2010). This iron deficiency in the macrophages turns out to hinder the growth of many intracellular organisms (Paradkar et al., 2008). These organisms include bacteria that are known to be transfusion-transmissible: *Coxiella burnetii*, *Chlamydia pneumoniae*, *Yersinia enterocolitica*, *Yersinia pestis* (Moalem et al., 2004).

Conversely, the presence of iron overload compromises the ability of phagocytes to kill microorganisms and many pathogenic micro-organisms have in turn developed iron accumulation strategies, thus increasing their virulence (Bullen et al., 1999). The uptake of iron from plasma glycoproteins with a high affinity for iron has been observed for many protozoa, fungi, bacteria and viruses (Khan et al., 2007; Johnson & Wessling-Resnick, 2012).

The association of haemochromatosis with certain infections has been well described. Thus, Khan et al. (2007) made a list of 16 pathogenic micro-organisms that cause viral, bacterial or fungal infections, half of which have a fatal outcome. In fact, there are continuing reports on new associations with other micro-organisms (Vetter et al., 2010; CDC, 2011; Church et al., 2011; Galan et al., 2011; Greaves et al., 2012; Siegel et al., 2012).

### 3.2.5.1. Viral infections

The data pertaining to viral infections are contradictory. A French study (Deugnier et al., 1991) found that there was significantly higher prevalence of hepatitis B markers (mainly anti-HBc) among 272 haemochromatosis patients than among the general population. This is in line with previous studies that had suggested that there is a link between iron overload in the hepatocytes and a susceptibility to HBV infection (Lustbader et al., 1983; Senba et al., 1985; Zhou et al., 1987). This cannot be accounted for either by previous stays in the hospital with serological testing, sexual behaviour, drug addiction or stays in an endemic country (except for anti-HBc). Another French study (Jouanolle et al., 1991) found that the prevalence of hepatitis C markers (anti-HCV) was 6 times higher among 137 haemochromatosis patients than among a matching control population. However, in all of these cases, this can be accounted for by a previous history of orthopaedic surgery with blood transfusion.

On the other hand, an important observational study involving 52,650 American donors has found that there was no greater seroprevalence of transfusion-transmissible infections (HBsAg, anti-HBc, HCV, HTLV, syphilis) nor a greater prevalence of disturbed ALT values among 97 haemochromatotic donors than among 50,079 donors without haemochromatosis (Sanchez et al., 2001). However, their comparison of the prevalences is distorted, as blood donors are usually younger than people with haemochromatosis and the proportion of males is significantly higher among the latter. Also, the authors are unable to do away with the selection bias observed during the analysis of the questionnaires.

Leitman et al. (2003) did not find any seroconversion for transfusion-transmissible infections in 130 haemochromatotics – 76 % of whom were C282Y homozygotes – who had given blood 1,402 times over a period of 27 months. However, given the very low baseline frequency of seroconversion, this observation is not conclusive.

A clear risk factor for TTVI during the intense iron-depletion stage is the high collection frequency, viz. up to twice a week. A haemochromatosis patient may therefore give several units of blood during the serological window of a recently acquired viral infection and thus contaminate not one but several recipients (SHC, 2004). Greaves et al. (2012) suggest that there is a direct link between iron overload and the HIV viral load in HIV infected individuals. Thus, the CMV and HIV viruses have been shown to down-regulate the expression of the HFE protein in order to access the intracellular iron stores (Drakesmith et al., 2003; Vahdati-Ben Arieh et al., 2003).
On the other hand, the fact that HH donors are regular donors can contribute to the safety of their blood donations (AABB, 2002).

It should be noted that the research carried out among blood donors did not include the other viruses recorded by Khan et al. (2007) and more recently by Vetter et al. (2010) and Siegel et al. (2012), viz. CMV, parvovirus B19, HEV, HGV, HPV. Most reported clinical cases were observed in patients at an advanced stage of the disorder.

Greater certainty concerning the safety of blood from HH donors for transfusion purposes can only be obtained by conducting prospective studies, which, given the very low incidence of TTVI, will have to be very extensive and therefore difficult to carry out.

3.2.5.2. Bacterial infections

Haemochromatosis with iron overload is concomitant with a greater susceptibility to certain bacterial infections, partly due to the increased virulence of siderophilic bacteria (SHC, 2004), and partly due to the weaker immune system (Moura et al., 1998; Walker & Walker, 2000; Ashrafian, 2003). The iron-regulatory hormone hepcidin plays a key role in this context (Ashrafian, 2003; Ganz, 2011).

There are several case reports on haemochromatosis patients with septicaemia caused by siderophilic bacteria such as *Escherichia coli* (Christopher, 1985; Corke et al., 1995), *Vibrio cholerae* non-O1 (Fernández et al., 2000), *Vibrio vulnificus* (Blake et al., 1979; Murphy, 1987; Klontz et al., 1988; Tefany et al., 1990; Gerhard et al., 2001; Barton & Acton, 2009) and *Yersinia enterocolitica* (Abbott et al., 1986; Cauchie et al., 1987; Nouel et al., 1991; Crosbie et al., 2005). A clear association has also been found to exist between haemochromatosis and the development of liver abscesses due to a *Yersinia enterocolitica* infection: 64% of the 45 reported cases were registered among HH patients (Bergmann et al., 2001). Torp-Pedersen et al. (2012) have described a case of *Vibrio cholerae* non-O1 infection in a haemochromatosis patient following contact with water from the Baltic Sea during the summer, and which caused an intracerebral abscess. All these reports confirm the severity of these infections in patients with iron overload. Yet, there are no reports on the frequency with which these bacterial infections occur in haemochromatosis patients.

Following the greater susceptibility of HH patients to *V. vulnificus* infections, they are advised against eating raw shellfish (Bacon et al., 2011). However, there are no reports of transfusion incidents caused by *V. vulnificus*.

Conversely, *Yersinia enterocolitica* is known to be a transfusion-transmissible pathogen. Transfusing contaminated red blood cell concentrates is, among other things, liable to cause fatal post-transfusion sepsis (CDC, 1997).

A recent and detailed review of the literature on 55 published cases of transfusion-borne *Y. enterocolitica* infection (Guinet et al., 2011) does not make it possible to confirm or rule out a connection with haemochromatosis in the donors. In actual fact, the authors did not find any explicit mention of the iron status of the donors or recipients when examining the case descriptions (F. Guinet, pers. comm.). There was only a single case in which it was explicitly mentioned that the donor had no family history of haemochromatosis. An additional case has just been published by Boyer et al. (2012).

Several comparative studies have also been devoted to the relationship between haemochromatosis and susceptibility to bacterial infections. *Vibrio vulnificus* does not survive in the blood of healthy donors, but thrives in blood from HH patients with iron overload (Bullen et al., 1991). Jolivet-Gougeon et al. (2007) did not find a higher seroprevalence of *Yersinia* infections in 236 HH patients than in 306 healthy donors.
The same authors (Jolivet-Gougeon et al., 2008) found that the antibacterial activity against *Salmonella enterica* Typhimurium LT2 was weaker in the serum of patients with iron overload. They further consider this antibacterial activity to be related to the transferrin saturation levels (see Figure 1).

In 14 of the 26 HH patients in the iron-depletion induction phase (53.8 %), the antibacterial activity was weaker compared to that of healthy controls. Among 32 patients in the maintenance phase of treatment, four (12.5 %; 95% CI: 4 – 29 %) still show antibacterial activity that is as weak as that in patients in the iron-depletion induction phase of treatment.

**Figure 1.** Relationship between the degree of serum antibacterial activity against intracellular bacteria and transferrin saturation level in haemochromatosis patients according to Jolivet-Gougeon et al. (2008). Adapted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: THE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF GASTROENTEROLOGY 104(7):1624-30 copyright 2009.

---

For the purpose of this *in vitro* study, the authors excluded patients with complications such as diabetes mellitus or cardiomyopathy. Few patients were older than 55; the eldest was aged 61.

Previously, Patruta et al. (1998) had found that the antibacterial activity against *Escherichia coli* was inhibited in haemochromatosis patients in their comparative trial on the ability of polymorphonuclear leukocytes to destroy extracellular bacteria (see Figure 2). These authors had observed *in vitro* that the destruction of bacteria inside the phagocytes declined by a significant 13 %, as well as a significantly strong inhibition (56 %) of the oxidative metabolism of these cells, and an 11 % lower, non-significant phagocytic activity.

---

2 With serum ferritin levels 21.29 μg/L ± 11.85 μg/L. Beamish et al. (1974), Van Der Weyden et al. (1983), Edwards et al. (1989), Patruta et al. (1998) and Bolan et al. (2001) show that such patients usually show a higher transferrin saturation than healthy individuals.

3 According to the modified Wald method (Agresti & Coull, 1998). With 3 points not visible on the graph, the upper value of the confidence interval can vary between 27 and 36 %. 

---
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Figure 2. Assessment of the ability of polymorphonuclear leukocytes to kill extracellular bacteria in haemochromatosis patients (based on Patruta et al., 1998).

- healthy individuals
- haemochromatosis patients with repeated venesection

It is important to note that the inhibition of antibacterial activity was measured in HH patients upon entering the maintenance phase of treatment. Most of these patients were older than 55; the eldest was aged 85. Venesection was last performed at least 4 weeks earlier.

4 With serum ferritin levels of 200.4 μg/L ± 101.6 μg/L and transferrin saturation levels of 47.6 % ± 10.2 %.
It should be noted that the research carried out among blood donors did not include the other\(^5\) bacteria listed by Khan et al. (2007), Church et al. (2011), Galan et al. (2011) and Torp-Pedersen et al. (2012): viz. *Gemella haemolysans*, *Listeria monocytogenes*, *Plesiomonas shigelloides*, *Vibrio cholerae non-O1*, *Negativicoccus succinicivorans*. Ritger et al. (2011) and Frank et al. (2011) also reported on a case that shows that patients with hereditary haemochromatosis are more susceptible to certain infections, even attenuated ones. In this particular case, this concerned a fatal infection with an attenuated *Yersinia pestis* strain. Pletschette et al. (1992) and Weinberg (1999) warn against an increased susceptibility to *Capnocytophaga canimorsus* infections in individuals with iron overload who have sustained a dog bite. Yet there is no specific case report on haemochromatosis patients.

Conry-Cantilena (2001) suggest that it is possible that *Yersinia* infections in people with iron overload rule out any blood donations as a result of their severity.

### 3.2.5.3. Fungal infections

Increased susceptibility to fungal infections in people with iron overload (Nevitt, 2011) is of concern for transplant patients (Maertens et al., 1999; Alexander et al., 2006). In this context, iron overload is not relevant to the issue of transfusion-transmissible infections. In contrast, two fatal clinical cases of mucormycosis have been described that did not involve a transplantation setting (Khan et al., 2007).

However, pathogenic fungi require between \(10^{-7}\) à \(10^{-6}\) M iron to grow, which means that serum and other biological fluids and tissues – which contain \(<10^{-15}\) and as low as \(10^{-24}\) M iron – should be fungistatic for all species (Symeonidis & Marangos, 2012). This suggests that the blood collected from HH patients does not involve a greater risk of transmitting a potential fungal infection than blood collected from the usual donors.

The studies mentioned above indicate that blood collected from HH patients undergoing depletion-phase as well as maintenance-phase treatment may entail a higher risk of bacterial contamination.

There may also be an increased risk of viral or bacterial contamination that is linked to the higher donation rates during the iron-depletion induction phase of treatment.

Conversely, these studies have not been able to show to date that the blood drawn from haemochromatosis patients entails a greater potential risk of viral contamination.

The blood collected from HH patients should not involve a greater risk of transmitting a potential fungal infection than blood collected from ordinary donors.

### 3.2.6. Are there any risks involved in haemochromatotics giving blood for the quality of the collected blood components?

Hereditary haemochromatosis is not transfusion-borne. However, the use of blood collected from patients undergoing therapeutic venesections for transfusion purposes is subject to debate. The apparent wastage of precious blood units is weighed against the possibility that these components could contain unknown and perhaps undesirable elements.

It is also important to take into account the mechanisms through which iron overload induces cellular dysfunction, especially as regards the red blood cell and platelet function, as well as interactions with plasma proteins.

\(^5\) Nairz et al. (2009) have shown that the underlying causes of the *HFE* gene mutation in haemochromatosis induce macrophage iron depletion, whilst the latter have an improved ability to counter intracellular pathogens like *Salmonella* or mycobacteria. Research is also being conducted on how macrophages counter extracellular bacteria (G. Weiss, pers. comm.).
Iron and other biometals such as copper, zinc, manganese, cobalt or nickel are examples of metals that are of crucial importance for the organism to function properly. Many of the properties that make it possible for biometals to carry out essential biochemical activities and structural purposes in a vast number of proteins, including enzymes, and other cellular constituents, are also a potential source of toxicity.

### 3.2.6.1. Iron overload and risk of cancer

With a few exceptions, almost all cells use iron as a fundamental cofactor in their biochemical activity, such as oxygen transport, energy metabolism, DNA synthesis and free-radical detoxification. However, under aerobic conditions, iron catalyses the propagation of ROS (reactive oxygen species) and the generation of highly reactive radicals. As iron readily passes from the reduced (Fe⁺²) to the oxidized (Fe⁺³⁺) form and vice-versa, disruption of the cellular redox equilibrium requires only catalytic amounts of the metal (Wang & Pantopoulos, 2011). The "oxidative stress" this leads to plays a part in the appearance of cellular macromolecule damage and tissue injury, ultimately leading to signs of clinical disease. The DNA damage leads to genomic instability as a result of mutations, hypermethylation or shorter telomere length (Prà et al., 2012).

Haemochromatosis patients suffering from liver cirrhosis are at an increased risk of hepatocellular carcinoma (Elmberg et al., 2003). A recent meta-analysis conducted by Ellervik et al. (2012) has also shown that there is a connection between high transferrin saturation and an increased risk of cancer. In a prospective population study by the same authors, this is, among other things, revealed by the existence of a positive correlation between the C282Y/C282Y genotype and the appearance of cancer in men.

The precise mechanism that makes haemochromatosis patients more prone to cancer, mainly liver cancer, is not known. The accumulation of iron and the "oxidative stress" it generates cannot be ruled out as a possible cause. Gannon et al. (2011) also consider the possible influence of antigen presentation by the HFE protein or the response to the accumulation of misfolded proteins in the cells.

As some consider it highly unlikely that the increased risk of cancer – or possibly of a precancerous situation – in the donor means that the potential recipient too is exposed to an increased risk (Edgren et al., 2007; Yang et al., 2010), this observation can be extrapolated to HH donors.

The risk of cancer being transmitted through blood components collected from HH patients can only be determined with greater certainty by conducting research on this particular subgroup.

### 3.2.6.2. Iron overload in the recipient

Mammals do not excrete iron in any specific way and its uptake from food is therefore narrowly controlled. Thus, transfusing 10 to 15 red blood cell concentrates from normal donors, each of which contains around 200 to 250 mg of iron⁶, causes the transferrin to reach saturation. Multiple transfusions can induce secondary haemochromatosis (post-transfusional haemosiderosis), leading to iron overload in which the serum ferritin levels are found to reach at least 1,000 µg/L, with or without organ damage (AFSAPPS, 2011; CBO, 2011). Moreover, iron overload is linked to the intensity of the treatment required in paediatric oncology (Gurram et al., 2012; Rucino et al., 2012). It has also been connected to the prognosis of patients with a chronic HCV infection who do not respond to treatment (Franchini et al., 2008).

---

⁶ Calculated on the basis of the haemoglobin concentration in the blood by taking 0.34 % as the iron saturation value.
65% of the iron contained in the human body is bound to the haemoglobin molecules in the red blood cells and the erythroid cells, some 8% is bound to myoglobin molecules and some 30% of the iron in the organism is stored as ferritin or haemosiderin in the spleen, bone marrow and liver. The iron in the bloodstream is usually bound to transferrin, plasma heme or serum ferritin. The serum iron is the level of free circulating iron in the blood plasma; normal levels can reach 1.8 mg/L.

Haemochromatosis patients:
- usually show normal erythrocyte production and destruction rates, as well as normal biochemical haemoglobin analyses;
- display more red blood cells, with the latter containing haemoglobin levels that are elevated by about 1 g per 100 mL, especially at the beginning of the iron-depletion induction phase of treatment (Barton et al., 2000; Bolan et al., 2001);
- have a mean globular volume, mean corpuscular haemoglobin as well as mean corpuscular haemoglobin concentration that remain well above normal after the induction phase of treatment (Barton et al., 2000);
- display red blood cells with ferritin levels that are 15 to 60 times more elevated than those in healthy individuals (Cazzola et al., 1983; Novembrino et al., 2005);
- present an intracellular ferritin concentration that is 1,000 times higher in the lymphocytes than in the red blood cells, yet to our knowledge, no studies have been published on an increase in lymphocyte ferritin in haemochromatosis patients. In actual fact, the lymphocyte count has been reported to decline (Macedo et al., 2012);
- undergoing the iron-depletion induction phase of treatment as well as certain asymptomatic individuals with HH may display serum ferritin levels that lie well above the 1,000 µg/L threshold. In the maintenance phase of treatment, therapeutic venesections are carried out when the serum ferritin is around 100 – 150 µg/L, i.e. below the levels measured in healthy individuals;
- may display a transferrin saturation\(^7\) that reaches 100%, whilst it is around 35% in healthy individuals. After the iron-depletion induction phase, the mean transferrin saturation is lower but rapidly returns to elevated levels (Beamish et al., 1974; Edwards et al., 1989; Bolan et al., 2001);
- have serum iron levels that are over twice those found in healthy individuals. After the iron-depletion induction phase, the mean values are lower but are likely to go back up during the maintenance phase of treatment, with the iron being constantly eliminated by the macrophages in HH patients.

The red blood cell concentrates from HH donors present a low risk of iron overload in the recipient, especially as the likelihood of the same patient receiving several blood units from a HH donor is minimal:
- with red blood cell concentrates only containing a low amount of plasma, there will only be an insignificant increase in the amount of iron administered during blood transfusion;
- the lymphocytes are ill-equipped to detoxify the iron burden through stimulation of ferritin synthesis (Walker & Walker, 2000);
- each red blood cell ferritin molecule is able to store up to 4,500 iron atoms (saturation at 56%). Based on the 3,200 µg/L increase observed by Novembrino et al. (2005), the iron level in concentrates from haemochromatosis patients is around 0.9 mg higher than that in concentrates from healthy donors;
- based on a 5 g increase of haemoglobin per concentrate, the iron level is around 17 mg higher (i.e. around 7%) than that in concentrates from healthy donors. However, after transfusion, this amount will be significantly diluted.

---

\(^7\) These patients show moderate hypo-transferrinaemia.
Plasma, and, to a lesser extent, platelet concentrates obtained by pooling buffy coats from HH donors also entail a low risk of iron overload in the recipient:
- with serum ferritin only containing a low amount of iron (saturation at 12.4 %), elevated serum ferritin corresponds to minimal amounts of circulating iron (Brissot et al., 2012);
- each transferrin molecule is able to store up to 2 iron atoms (saturation at 0.15 %). Based on the difference in saturation (i.e. 100 % versus 35 %) and dosage (i.e. 2 g/L versus 3 g/L), the iron level in concentrates from haemochromatosis patients is around 0.75 mg higher than that in concentrates from healthy donors;
- the excess serum iron can reach around 1 mg (Nielsen et al., 1995) compared to concentrates from healthy donors. Yet the excess iron will be significantly diluted following the transfusion of plasma and platelet concentrates.

Elevated amounts of toxic forms of iron have been shown to appear in pathological states of iron overload (Batey et al., 1980). Comparative studies have been conducted on the relationship between the haemochromatosis treatment phases and the presence of toxic forms of iron (Aruoma et al., 1988; Loréal et al., 2000; Le Lan et al., 2005). In patients in the depletion-induction phase of treatment, there is a significant rise in the blood levels of iron as non-transferrin-bound iron (NTBI) and labile plasma iron (LPI): up to 5 μmol/L (Brissot et al., 2012). However, during the maintenance phase of treatment, the LPI drops to similar values to those obtained in healthy controls, whilst the serum NTBI concentration is often still found to be twice as high. Prus & Fibach (2011) have shown that red blood cells readily absorb the NTBI that builds up as labile iron and generates reactive oxygen species. This can affect the properties of the red blood cells in vivo (Ghoti et al., 2007).

Chitambar and Wereley (2001) have conducted an in vitro study on the iron uptake in a B-lymphoid cell line from a C282Y homozygous haemochromatosis patient. The non-transferrin-bound iron uptake was significantly higher, as well as cell susceptibility to iron-induced oxidative stress.

3.2.6.3. Disruption of metal ion homeostasis

A poor regulation of the iron uptake also affects the intestinal absorption and storage of other biometals or heavy metals in the organs. Sargent et al. (1979), Barton et al. (1998) and Onalaja & Claudio (2000) have drawn up a list of several analyses on the homeostasis of chromium, zinc, manganese, cobalt, nickel and lead in HH patients.

Other studies report a build-up of cadmium (Åkesson et al., 2000) or lead (Wright et al., 2004; Hopkins et al., 2008) in the blood of these patients or confirm the lower blood concentration of manganese (Henn et al., 2011). Becket & Ball (2012) show that HFE mutations or an iron overload do not seem to have a significant impact on the blood concentration of selenium, copper or zinc.

Most of these studies do not draw a distinction between patients in the iron-depletion induction phase of treatment and those in the maintenance phase. They also do not take into account the influence of the duration of the venesection treatment on the blood content of these metals (Åkesson et al., 2000).

The uptake of cadmium rises in haemochromatotics in the maintenance phase of treatment. This may be due to DMT1 stimulation, a mucosal divalent cation transporter molecule (Åkesson et al., 2000). The authors mentioned above found that the cadmium blood content – which also reflects the body load of cadmium – is proportional to the duration of venesection treatment. A similar finding was made for the lead concentrations in HH patients’ blood (Åkesson et al., 2000). Other authors have also reported increased lead concentrations in the blood and organs of haemochromatosis patients (Barton et al., 1994; Hopkins et al., 2008).
The importance of these findings in terms of the safety of blood from haemochromatotic donors intended for transfusion purposes is difficult to assess. Redox-inactive metals, such as cadmium and lead, exhibit toxic effects due to their binding to sulphydryl groups of proteins as well as to glutathione exhaustion (Jomova & Valko, 2011).

A population study has shown that even low environmental or dietary exposure to cadmium can result in bone demineralisation, leaving them more fragile as a result (Staessen et al., 1999; Åkesson et al., 2000; Thomas et al., 2011). Increased exposure to cadmium also has several other adverse health effects (Nawrot et al., 2010).

An important fraction of the circulating blood lead and cadmium is transported by the red blood cells (Foulkes, 2000). Apart from that, the metals in the blood of HH patients will be transferred through plasma transfusion, and, to a lesser extent, transfusion of platelets obtained through buffy coat pooling.

On the other hand, the amount of additional cadmium and/or lead that reaches a patient following the transfusion of red blood cell concentrates from HH donors is extremely low. Still, the cytotoxic potential of these metals has to be considered to be more serious in the event of exposure to several metals and/or in the case of young recipients (children and newborns).

3.2.6.4. Characteristics of blood components from individuals with hereditary haemochromatosis

Blood from haemochromatosis patients collected during the depletion phase of treatment is believed to contain more young red blood cells as a result of the higher venesection rates. This could even make them more suitable for transfusion. However, this theoretical advantage has never been confirmed (Tan et al., 1999). On the other hand, it has also never been shown that a higher reticulocyte count results in a loss of quality of the blood during storage, or in shorter post-transfusion survival (AABB, 2002). Still, there has been no systematic analysis yet of the erythroid parameters in haemochromatosis (Barton et al., 2000; Li & Ginzburg, 2010).

A Dutch observational study (Luten et al., 2008) has compared the red blood cell concentrates of HH patients with iron overload with those of standard regular donors. No significant difference could be found for the tested parameters during a 50-day storage period. The red blood cell concentrates from haemochromatosis patients met with the in vitro transfusion criteria. However, to our knowledge, no study has been published to date to confirm the functional equivalence in vivo (cf. de Korte & Verhoeven, 2004; Barshtein et al., 2011; Hess, 2012) of such red blood cells for transfusion purposes.

Iron overload mediated "oxidative stress" plays a part in the appearance of damage to the cellular macromolecules, including polysaccharide depolymerisation and DNA oxidation (Broedbaek et al., 2009; Weinberg, 2010). Ghashghaeinia et al. (2012) have obtained data that show that "oxidative stress" does indeed affect the susceptibility of all circulating red blood cells.

According to Broedbaek et al. (2009), haemochromatosis patients undergo severe "oxidative stress", but the markers of nucleic acid oxidation themselves return to the control values after the iron-depletion phase of treatment.

To our knowledge, no study has been published that shows there is no potential irreversible damage to the nucleic acids of the red blood cell progenitors collected from HH patients. However, Akoev et al. (1992) and Akoev et al. (1997) have pointed to changes in the surface molecules of red blood cells collected from these patients. Moreover, Prus & Fibach (2011) have shown that mature red blood cells as well as erythroid cells at all stages of maturation readily absorb the NTBI that builds up as labile iron and generates reactive oxygen species.
In addition, these red blood cells have to withstand irradiation (Knight et al., 1992), as red blood cell concentrates are currently irradiated before being administered to certain recipients – foetuses, newborns, some cancer or transplant patients, as well as in the event of transfusions between relatives (SHC, 2010). It follows that the transfusion efficacy of red blood cells from haemochromatosis patients needs to be examined.

It is noteworthy that, apart from "oxidative stress", a biochemical interaction has just been found to occur in a blood component collected from haemochromatosis patients as a result of direct binding of the iron to enzymes. In actual fact, a recent study has shown that an elevated serum iron content in these patients may prevent platelet aggregation (Lynch & Soslau, 2012). The efficacy of platelets transfused into the circulation of different recipients therefore requires verification.

NTBI iron and/or other metals may affect the proteins in the blood collected from HH donors. It has been shown that intravenous iron infusion during haemodialysis treatment results in in vivo oxidation of the plasma proteins, mainly fibrinogen and albumin (Oettl & Stauber, 2007).

To our knowledge, no functional study has been published in support of the functional equivalence in vivo of single-donor plasma collected from haemochromatosis patients for transfusion purposes. In addition, Pankow et al. (2008) have reported that the average fibrinogen levels were significantly lower in C282Y homozygotes compared to healthy subjects.

To date, it has not been established whether the increased risk of cancer in haemochromatosis patients constitutes a hazard for the safety of certain recipients. Red blood cell concentrates from donors with haemochromatosis do not entail any specific risk of iron overload in the recipient, but there has been a risk of iron toxicity identified. The potential excess cadmium and/or lead in the blood of the patient will be transfused through red blood cell concentrates in particular. Excess amounts of other metals will chiefly be transfused through plasma and, to a lesser extent, through platelet concentrates obtained through buffy coat pooling. There is no evidence to date as regards the transfusion efficacy of blood components from haemochromatosis patients.

3.2.7. Safety of the process and biological validation of the donation

Though there do not appear to be any definite data on this subject, we need to be aware of the fact that most of the specific operational requirements (see 3.2.8; see Appendix 1) involved in accepting haemochromatotics as blood donors may result in an increased risk of errors occurring in the various processes performed at the transfusion centre, from the moment the blood is collected to that when it is actually distributed (Tan et al., 1999).

Heme iron is a well-known inhibitor of nucleic acid amplification reactions used during genomic screening in a transfusion setting (Neumaier et al., 1998). With the biometals interacting with the macromolecules, the fact that the former are found in significant amounts in the blood of HH patients means that they are liable to compromise the robustness of screening tests based on nucleic acid amplification (NAT). When this biometal overload goes unnoticed, quantitative PCR inhibition can severely affect the precision and sensitivity of the results obtained (Bar et al., 2012).

In Belgium, certain viral inactivation or pathogen reduction methods that depend on a chemical reaction with nucleic acids are implemented for plasma or platelets (SHC, 2007; SHC, 2011). To our knowledge, no study has been published to date in support of the efficacy of these techniques in the specific case of blood collected from haemochromatosis patients.
The bications in the serum are liable to affect antigen conformation or interfere with the formation of antigen-antibody complexes (Tate & Ward, 2004). However, the antibody detection techniques usually remain unaffected by sample haemolysis.

In light of the interactions that were found to occur with macromolecules, the influence of by no means insignificant amounts of biometals and/or heavy metals in the plasma obtained from haemochromatosis patients is liable to compromise the robustness of certain processes pertaining to the biological validation of the donated blood. The blood establishments should have appropriate operational modalities to safeguard the quality of these processes.

3.2.8. Preliminary conditions and operational requirements in the event of haemochromatosis patients being allowed to give blood

Allowing haemochromatosis patients to give blood will have a number of effects on the daily operations in the blood establishments and curative facilities, as well as on the legislation on blood donations (see Appendix 1).

1. In order to safeguard the altruistic and voluntary nature of blood donations, it is of paramount importance to eliminate the therapeutic and potential financial benefits linked to removing blood and using it as a blood donation:
   - therapeutic venesections should be carried out in a blood establishment prior to collecting the pre-donation anamnesis;
   - obtaining donor status cannot give these patients/donors an advantage over non-donor patients in the eye of insurance companies;
   - therapeutic venesections performed in a blood establishment should abide by the same billing policy as regards the financial burden to HH patients/donors, even if they are not suitable for allogeneic donation.

2. Blood collections carried out in a setting in which the blood establishment does not strictly abide by the legal selection criteria pose specific problems. This issue needs to be solved by drawing up uniform procedures to be implemented by the Belgian blood establishments:
   - in order to preserve the safety of the donor, there should be appropriate medical supervision to monitor the specifics of the disease and the observations made should be recorded in the medical file;
   - in order to prevent the quality of donor selection from being compromised, ordinary collections should be separated from collections made for therapeutic venesection purposes;
   - all necessary precautions should be taken to prevent crossovers between the path taken by the ordinary blood donations and that of the blood removed for therapeutic purposes;
   - it is necessary to guarantee that blood that is unsuitable for transfusion purposes will follow a path that is completely separate, from the moment it is collected to that when it is destroyed.

---

8 For example, upon the patient's return from a country in which malaria is endemic (blood donations postponed for a 4-month period).
3. There should be provisions made for donors with haemochromatosis who are permanently deferred from giving blood. A specific case in this respect are HH donors who have reached the age limit for giving blood.

This can be approached in either of two ways:

- the blood establishments continue to perform the venesections: this can result in a long-lasting, unnecessary and possibly even a high-risk burden for the blood establishment;

- the patients are referred back to the therapeutic network: this may not leave the patient/donor at a financial disadvantage so as to avoid the risk of their withholding important information (cf. above).

4. There should be good-quality cooperation and clear agreements should be made with the treating physicians of donors with haemochromatosis: they are not only in charge of prescribing the venesections as well as determining their frequency, but also of the clinical and biological follow-up. The role of the treating physician in planning and following up on the maintenance treatment of haemochromatosis based on blood donations should be discussed with the donor.

5. It is important that the medical profession be provided with suitable information in order to ensure that haemochromatosis patients (including asymptomatic carriers of the C282Y mutation with no iron overload) be given correct counselling on the appropriateness/ possibility of giving blood (Sanchez et al., 2001).

6. Providing appropriate information to the public should allow haemochromatosis patients to know whether or not they are eligible for blood donation (Levstik & Adams, 1998).

7. In order to be able to collect all donations from patients requiring over 4 venesections a year, the Act of 5 July 1994 needs to be modified by extending the variance from the 4-donations-a-year upper limit on blood donations to donors with haemochromatosis as well as by abolishing the yearly limit of 32 mL per kg body weight for these donors.

There are a considerable number of operational requirements as well as regulatory problems involved in allowing haemochromatosis patients to give blood. From an ethical point of view, it is of paramount importance that the blood establishments perform the venesections prior to collecting the anamnesis for the blood donation. It is also necessary to remove all potential financial advantages linked to collecting blood through venesection/blood donation. The operational requirements also make it necessary to separate blood obtained through therapeutic venesections from ordinary donations.

3.2.9. Discussion

Though there are a number of publications available on blood donations from people with hereditary haemochromatosis, there is not enough evidence in the literature on the safety or risks involved in using this blood to support conclusions and recommendations with a strong evidence base (Conry-Cantilena & Klein, 2000; Whitlock et al., 2005; Swinkels et al., 2009).
This finding is far from surprising, as the main tool for patient management – the evidence provided by randomised controlled trials – cannot apply to donor selection. Moreover, there is still a scarcity of clinical or epidemiological trials available, given the limited geographical distribution of the C282Y mutation. Another reason is that few countries have departed from the principle that only healthy individuals may give blood. In addition, many molecular repercussions that are inherent to HFE gene mutations have only been discovered fairly recently (Rohrlitch et al., 2005; Åkesson et al., 2006; Andrews, 2008; Jolivet-Gougeon et al., 2008; Ganz, 2011; Ellervik et al., 2012; Lynch & Soslau, 2012).

Still, the SHC has been able to glean certain elements that make it possible to issue a new advisory report on blood donations from haemochromatosis patients.

When assessing the eligibility of a given individual as a donor, the point of departure must always be that there may never be any increased risk involved either for the safety of the donors themselves, or that of the recipients of their blood components. The general principle according to which only healthy individuals may give blood is a corollary to this principle.

In this revision of the SHC advisory report (SHC, 2004), a distinction is drawn between carriers of the HFE haemochromatosis gene mutation for which a genetic diagnosis has been made but who do not require therapeutic venesections, and individuals with clinical haemochromatosis who require programmed venesections to remain healthy.

The SHC finds that the affected individuals who require regular venesections are either C282Y homozygotes or H63D/C282Y compound heterozygotes with high concentrations of serum ferritin and complaints caused by the build-up of iron (see Table 1). As for all other carriers of HFE gene mutations, the genetic diagnosis does not usually call for programmed therapeutic venesections (Swinkels et al., 2006).

This evaluation has made it possible to reveal that these carriers do not display any pathological iron overload. Compared to healthy donors, homozygous carriers who do not yet present any significant iron overload, may be protected against infections caused by many intracellular pathogens due to the iron deficiency in the macrophages (see 3.2.5). As result, the SHC takes the view that all these asymptomatic carriers⁹ may continue to give blood under the usual conditions for donor eligibility.

A recurring argument in the discussions on blood donations from patients with hereditary haemochromatosis is the non-altruistic drive to give blood, which can cause them to provide an unreliable anamnesis at the time of donor selection, making their donations less safe. The literature confirms that a significant incentive for patients to donate their blood instead of undergoing conventional therapeutic venesection is the fact that blood donations are free of charge (McDonnell et al., 1999; Sanchez et al., 2001). Yet there is but limited evidence that donor selection safety may be compromised.

On the one hand, it is a known fact that even so-called volunteer donors do not always give blood for altruistic reasons. Blood donations may also confer other (putative or real) benefits, such as free blood tests, a day off work, positive health effects, etc., which may also play a part.

The issue of the non-altruistic incentives to give blood and the potential problems they cause for the safety of the blood donations need to be addressed by removing all the financial advantages of donating blood instead of undergoing purely therapeutic venesections.

---

⁹ including the 217,000 individuals with H63D homozygosity, some 48,500 H63D/C282Y compound heterozygotes, and around 9,300 C282Y homozygotes with no symptoms of iron overload (see Table 1).
In practice, this can be done by having therapeutic venesections performed in blood establishments, in the hospital, or at the patient's home and applying the same billing policy as regards the financial burden to the HH patient/donor. In addition, the fact that some patients achieve donor status may not give them an advantage over non-donor patients in the eye of insurance companies.

This would make it possible to address the ethical objections against the potentially non-altruistic incentive for people with HH to give blood. From an ethical point of view, it is also advisable to separate the non-altruistic component (the venesection) from the altruistic component (the blood donation) (Pennings, 2005). Discussing the details of these ethical issues went beyond the scope of this advisory report.

The analysis of the literature first of all focussed on the safety issues mentioned above. In this advisory report, an additional distinction is drawn between haemochromatosis patients in the intense iron-depletion induction phase of treatment and those in the maintenance phase.

In this respect, we can draw the following conclusions:

- There is no reason to state that haemochromatosis patients who meet the usual blood donor selection criteria are exposed to any greater risk when giving blood than ordinary donors. What is important is that there be clinical and biological monitoring of their iron build-up and the way it evolves.

Performing venesections on haemochromatosis patients who do not meet the safety criteria for blood donors entails a risk per se and requires facilities in which they can receive the necessary care in the event of any problems occurring.

- The blood collected from haemochromatosis patients should not involve a greater risk of transmitting a potential fungal infection than blood collected from ordinary donors.

Throughout the intensive phase of treatment, iron is mobilised from tissue deposits. Due to the frequency with which venesections are performed, several collections can occur during the same serological window for viral infections. One *in vitro* trial has revealed that blood collected from these patients can entail an increased risk of bacterial contamination (Jolivet-Gougeon et al., 2008). This risk is even greater as a result of the higher collection rates. The risk of excess cadmium being transferred is proportional to the number of times venesection is performed. During this iron-mobilisation phase, the tissues and cells of these patients continue to undergo severe "oxidative stress" and the redox-reactive iron level rises considerably.

In the light of these observations, blood donations from these patients go against the healthy-donor principle. As a result, HH patients in the induction phase of treatment clearly cannot be accepted as blood donors. In view of the increased risk of bacterial contamination, Jolivet-Gougeon et al. (2008) have recently drawn the same conclusion, as well as De Buck et al. (2012) on the basis of a systematic review of the literature.

There are plenty of data according to which the availability of iron can and does in fact play a crucial role in many different clinical infections (Patruta & Hörl, 1999; Weinberg, 1999; Bullen et al., 2006; Nairz & Weiss, 2006; Vento et al., 2006).

- Due to the cytotoxic potential of iron and/or other metals, the SHC advises, as a precautionary measure, against carrying out transfusions with fresh frozen plasma and buffy-coat platelet concentrates prepared from blood collected from haemochromatosis patients.
During the maintenance phase of treatment, occasional venesection is performed to maintain patient health; there is no longer any sustained mobilisation of iron from the tissue deposits. It is important to note that transferrin saturation is usually higher in patients in the maintenance phase of treatment than in healthy individuals and that this saturation can reach levels that are as high as those of patients who are starting the intense iron-depletion phase of treatment (see Figure 3). Moreover, there is still an increased level of redox-reactive iron in the blood and disruptions in the homeostasis of other metal ions have been described. The research has not yet established that blood taken from patients in the maintenance phase of treatment entails a higher potential risk of viral contamination, but an increased risk of bacterial contamination has been identified (Patruta et al., 1998; Jolivet-Gougeon et al., 2008; see Figures 1 and 2). Thus, Jolivet-Gougeon et al. (2008) show that, as the transferrin saturation rises, the antibacterial activity declines proportionally (Figure 1). The risk of excess-cadmium transfer is proportional to the number of times venesection is performed; its absorption increases during the maintenance phase of treatment (Åkesson et al., 2000).

**Figure 3.** Evolution of serum ferritin and tranferrin saturation in haemochromatosis patients (with kind authorisation from P. Nielsen and R. Fischer).

The red blood cell concentrates from haemochromatosis patients in the maintenance phase of treatment intrinsically meet with the *in vitro* quality criteria for transfusion. Still, given the fact that venesection is less effective against e.g. joint damage, diabetes and other parameters (Norris et al., 2010; Richette et al., 2010), the impact of severe "oxidative stress" on the erythroid cells needs to be determined.

The transfusion efficacy of blood components from haemochromatosis patients has not yet been established.

- The meta-analysis carried out by Ellervik et al. (2012) shows that elevated transferrin saturation levels are associated with an increased risk of cancer in both women and men. Support for these authors' conclusion is provided by the results of a randomised controlled trial on the effect of iron reduction (Zacharski et al., 2008) as well as by a cohort of regular blood donors (Edgren et al., 2008), which suggest that this risk is lower when the iron is reduced.
It is not possible to entirely rule out that transfusing blood from haemochromatosis patients entails an increased risk of cancer in recipients who already have an underlying iron overload (for example, thalassemia patients and those with myelodysplastic syndrome without chelator-induced removal of the iron build-up, all types of haemochromatosis patients, ...).

- To this day, studies on haemochromatosis linked to \textit{HFE} protein mutations mainly focus on the terminal outcome of this condition – iron overload. Yet the protein encoded by the \textit{HFE} gene is similar to proteins of the class 1 major histocompatibility complex and the mutant C282Y protein also seems to play a part in immune defects (Arosa et al., 1997; de Almeida & de Sousa, 2008). The SHC points out that, apart from disruptions in the iron homeostasis, research on the impact of any deregulations in other physiological processes is only just beginning (Rohrlich et al., 2005; Adams et al., 2008; Gray et al., 2009; Norris et al., 2010; Richette et al., 2010; Martins et al., 2011; Mitchell et al., 2011; Ravasi et al., 2012).

All these findings have led the SHC to take the view that additional research is required as regards the susceptibility to infections and the appropriateness of blood taken from haemochromatosis patients with no complications, even those whose serum ferritin levels have returned to normal, before allowing their blood to be used for blood transfusion purposes.

Regardless of the ethical and safety issues linked to blood donations from HH patients, the additional yield of usable blood components is also a recurring argument in this debate (see Appendix 2). It is difficult to provide an accurate assessment for this in this advisory report. Based on American assessments, European data on the prevalence and clinical penetrance of HH homozygosity as well as the current therapeutic venesection figures for Belgium, it is to be expected that allowing HH patients to give blood during the maintenance phase of treatment would result in a maximum yearly increase of 0.4 % in the number of usable blood donations for the Belgian transfusion blood production.

Allowing haemochromatosis patients to give blood will lead to a considerable number of practical problems and operational requirements, the burden and feasibility of which will have to be weighed against the additional yield in usable blood donations, which is believed to be relatively low. The treating physician shall only prescribe venesection-donations for patients who are entitled to have their blood removed in a blood establishment on the basis of the donor selection criteria. The ultimate decision on whether or not the patient should be allowed to donate blood for transfusion purposes is taken exclusively by the blood establishment physician.
3.3. Conclusions

This assessment has made it possible to show that only a minority of carriers of a HFE hereditary haemochromatosis gene mutation display pathological iron overload. The SHC takes the view that asymptomatic carriers may continue to give blood according to the usual conditions for donor eligibility. This especially concerns heterozygous carriers of a mutation of the HFE gene, but also homozygous carriers or people with a compound mutation without any iron build-up. Moreover, accepting haemochromatotics as regular blood donors currently depends on the identification of C282Y homozygotes among young adults, i.e. before the appearance of considerable iron-induced organ damage.

The SHC takes the view that the precautionary principle can be invoked when considering implementing a new procedure with unknown potential adverse effects, or when such effects are observed without being able to establish a definite causal link with a suspected factor. Transfusing blood components collected from haemochromatosis patients who have undergone regular venesection as a means to preserve their health is worth considering. Indeed, such a practice raises obvious ethical considerations. Also, the epidemiological findings that pertain to it are but partial and debatable. Not only are the relevant epidemiological or clinical investigations scarce, partial or simply non-existent, but failing to put these donations to use will not cause any problems for the Belgian blood component supply. The SHC therefore takes the view that the precautionary principle should be applied with respect to the question submitted.

There is no specific risk involved in haemochromatotics giving blood for the safety of the donors themselves, though there may be for the recipient of these blood components.

Donor acceptance does not apply to therapeutic venesections for the following reasons:

- it is possible that blood is removed on several occasions during the same window period for viral infections in the intense iron-depletion phase of treatment;
- there is a higher risk of bacterial contamination;
- there is a risk of iron toxicity;
- this is not in keeping with the healthy-donor principle.

The SHC emphasises that it is of paramount importance to guarantee that the anamnesis is reliable and that the blood is donated for altruistic reasons before allowing the use of blood components taken from haemochromatosis patients for transfusion purposes. Furthermore, accepting haemochromatosis patients as blood donors will result in a considerable number of practical problems and operational requirements.

Minority position: One member of the working group, J. Coene, does not agree with the conclusion regarding the use of red blood cells taken from hereditary haemochromatosis patients in the maintenance phase of treatment for transfusion purposes. He bases his view on a different assessment of the available data and also has a different interpretation of the precautionary principle. However, J. Coene does agree with the other recommendations in this advisory report.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keywords</th>
<th>MeSH terms*</th>
<th>Sleutelwoorden</th>
<th>Mots clés</th>
<th>Schlüsselwörter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>haemochromatosis; hemochromatosis</td>
<td>hemochromatosis</td>
<td>hemochromatose</td>
<td>hémochromatose</td>
<td>Hämochromatose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iron overload</td>
<td>iron overload</td>
<td>ijzeroverbelasting</td>
<td>surcharge en fer</td>
<td>Eisenüberladung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blood donation</td>
<td>blood donation</td>
<td>bloedgeven</td>
<td>don de sang</td>
<td>Blutspende</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* MeSH (Medical Subject Headings): controlled vocabulary thesaurus for indexing articles for PubMed.
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APPENDIX 1. Different modalities for the collection and use of blood from haemochromatosis patients in other countries

Blood from individuals with HH but no symptoms is considered intrinsically safe for transfusion. Countries that allow the use of blood from haemochromatosis patients usually follow the same line of policy for venesection-donations, regardless of whether or not the blood is actually used.

Canada (Levstik & Adams, 1998; Adams & Barton, 2010)
- HH patients in the induction phase of treatment are not accepted as blood donors;
- the blood of patients in the maintenance phase of treatment who are “in good health” and who meet the usual safety requirements may be used for transfusion;
- the legal provisions regarding the donation intervals (56-day minimum) apply to haemochromatosis patients, who therefore may give blood up to 6 times a year;
- the Canadian Blood Services do not perform any purely therapeutic venesections.

United States (Brittenham et al., 2001; HHS, 2001)
- initial requirements:
  o blood components from haemochromatosis patients should be labelled as such;
  o when less than 8 weeks have passed since the previous donation, a medical examination is required on the day of the donation.

These two regulations were found to be an impediment to the use of blood from individuals with HH for allogeneic transfusion purposes in spite of the blood itself being considered safe;

- the blood establishments can obtain a variance to the requirements mentioned above provided the following conditions are met:
  o the blood of haemochromatosis patients must be suitable according to the usual criteria for blood intended for allogeneic transfusion purposes;
  o blood banks that accept the blood of haemochromatosis patients for transfusion purposes have to provide the venesections free of charge for all haemochromatosis patients, even if the donors are ineligible as allogeneic blood donors;
  o blood collections may be carried out more frequently than every eight weeks for donors who have presented a physician’s prescription for therapeutic venesection;

- the AABB Standards for Blood Banks and Transfusion Services allow the use of blood from therapeutic venesections for allogeneic transfusion purposes (AABB, 2002);
- it is up to the blood establishments themselves to decide whether or not they make use of this possibility. Many US blood banks have declined obtaining these variances and prefer to collect blood units from volunteer donors only (Adams & Barton, 2010);
- most of the patients who receive treatment in the blood establishments are required to have their serum ferritin levels measured and other assessments made in their physician’s surgery (Adams & Barton, 2010).
The Netherlands (SANQUIN, 2005; SANQUIN, 2011)
- Sanquinn accepts HH patients who present a medical prescription for therapeutic venesection;
- the blood collected is not used for transfusion but is intended for scientific purposes instead;
- the venesections cannot be performed in the blood bank if there are any medical reasons against this, such as an infectious disease or heart problems.

United Kingdom (UKBTS, 2005)
- HH patients in the induction phase of treatment are not accepted as blood donors, but those who require regular venesection for the maintenance of their health can be;
- before accepting these patients, the collecting physician must ensure that the following criteria are met:
  o the altruistic-donations-principle must be guaranteed;
  o the usual donor selection criteria must be met, except for donation frequency; if it is clinically appropriate for individuals to donate more frequently than the minimum donation interval, specific permission must be obtained from the designated medical officer;
  o the patient is under the continuing care of a physician who is able to offer therapeutic venesection if they are not eligible for blood donation.

New Zealand (NZBS, 2006)
- NZBS accepts HH patients as donors both during the intense iron-depletion phase of treatment as well as during maintenance therapy, provided they initially meet the donor acceptance criteria and their liver function tests are normal;
- only HH patients undergoing maintenance therapy can donate blood at mobile collection sites;
- donor acceptance requires an initial medical examination and referral by the treating physician; the latter remains in charge of the treatment follow-up;
- in the event of a risk for the recipient resulting in temporary deferral: blood collections are continued by NZBS;
- in the event of permanent deferral: subsequent venesections are performed by the healthcare services.

Ireland (Nicholson, 2009)
- since June 2007, the Irish Blood Transfusion Service has run a dedicated clinic one day per week in Dublin for haemochromatosis patients who also meet the donor eligibility requirements; similar clinics have been established since in 4 other centres;
- these patients must be referred by a physician;
- ferritin levels are measured and the venesection is performed; the clinic must keep the medical record to ensure that the haemochromatosis will be properly monitored by the hospital or the prescribing physician; the collected blood can then be offered for transfusion purposes;
- if patients need to be temporarily deferred from donating blood, they can continue to have venesections performed, but the blood cannot be used for transfusion purposes until the deferral period is over; this service had to be temporarily suspended.
France (Danic & Bigey, 2009)
- hereditary haemochromatosis with no phenotypic expression was already no longer considered a counter-indication to blood donation (Courtois & Danic, 2001);
- therapeutic venesections are carried out in a health centre (Centre de Soins) in cooperation with a medical team that monitors the condition (Hérault et al., 2007);
- since April 2009, hereditary haemochromatosis is no longer considered a counter-indication to blood donation;
- venesection blood donations need to be performed in a blood establishment that also has a health centre (which means that it can never be performed at a mobile collection venue) and in cooperation with the medical team in charge of the follow-up;
- the health centre physician receives the informed consent of the patient regarding the use of their venesection blood as a donation. This physician then informs the collecting physician. Prior to carrying out the "venesection-donation", the latter conducts the medical interview aimed at identifying any counter-indications for the donor and the recipient;
- key role of the health centre physician in charge of the haemochromatosis follow-up: no blood donations are allowed from patients with iron overload induced complications; if there is a clear medical counter-indication that may or may not be related to the haemochromatosis, the "venesection-donation" is not offered to the patient;
- health centre physicians who both carry out the collections and provide care can perform both the medical follow-up of the condition and assess the patient's eligibility for blood donation;
- the usual deferral criteria apply, except for the interval between donations and the number of blood donations per year;
- in the event of a temporary or permanent deferral from blood donations, the patient returns to the therapeutic network and the venesections can be performed at the health centre if there is no direct counter-indication.
APPENDIX 2. What is the significance of accepting HH patients as blood donors for the blood supply?

There are wide discrepancies in the figures from the literature regarding the number of additional donations for transfusion that may be obtained by accepting haemochromatosis patients as donors.

The effect on the blood supply depends on three factors: the prevalence of the disease among the population, the number of venesections performed on HH patients and the number of donations that qualify for transfusion on the basis of donor selection and product suitability.

1. Donor selection, product suitability and assessment for the blood supply

In a US retrospective study, 67.3 % of the 211 haemochromatosis index cases\(^\text{10}\) were considered eligible for blood donation at the moment of diagnosis (Barton et al., 1999). This suitability was significantly lower than that among volunteer donors (93.5 %). This difference is partly due to the disorder itself and to the readiness to give blood, and partly to the risk of transfusion-borne transmission of viral infections.

On average, the eventual suitability of the products taken from HH patients is 66.3 % lower than that of products taken from volunteer donors (93.6 %), but is relatively higher during the maintenance phase of treatment (87.6 %) than during the depletion phase (64.6 %). Due to the greater collection frequency, the number of usable donations obtained during the depletion phase of treatment is, in absolute figures, much greater than the yield of a one-year maintenance therapy (1,029 vs. 106). The number of usable donations obtained during the maintenance phase of treatment only represents about one tenth of the total number of usable donations from HH patients. The main reasons for rejecting these products are believed to be low haemoglobin and haematocrit levels in the donors, as well as elevated ALT values.

The lack of agreement in terms of composition as well as the different selection criteria applied to haemochromatosis index cases and the donor population in general make it difficult to draw a direct comparison.

By combining the donor eligibility and product suitability percentages, the proportion of usable blood components from venesections performed on HH patients in the maintenance phase of treatment amounts to 59 %. Based on this percentage and on a 0.4 to 0.5 % prevalence of homozygosity in Americans of Caucasian descent, the AABB has estimated the number of potential additional donations in the USA to be between 300,000 and 3 million (AABB, 2002). The significant lack of precision regarding this assessment is due to the lack of certainty regarding the prevalence of the disorder and the number of blood donations per year during maintenance therapy.

In an alternative analysis based on the number of asymptomatic HH patients that also takes into account the number of donations during the depletion phase of treatment, Conry-Cantilena & Klein (2000) calculated that the number of additional blood units would reach 53,000, which amounts to 0.4 % of the total annual production from voluntary donations. This boils down to an 0.18 to 0.80 % increase of the blood supply established by Newman (2004) in a study conducted at 16 US blood transfusion centres after implementing the FDA variance (HHS, 2001) that allows blood to be taken from HH patients for allogeneic transfusion purposes.

\(^\text{10}\) Index case: initial member of a family who – based on iron overload – is diagnosed as suffering from haemochromatosis.
Also in North America, Leitman et al. (2003) carried out a prospective trial during which 130 HH patients were granted free access to venesections in a university blood transfusion centre, both for iron-depletion as well as for maintenance therapy. 76% of the donors appeared to be eligible for allogeneic blood donation. An assessment was made after 27 months: as it turned out, the HH patients had provided 14% of the red blood cell concentrate supply at the research centre. Another point that needs emphasising is the donor loyalty exhibited by the HH patients. Such a significant contribution from HH patients is only possible within a hospital transfusion-department setting. It requires extensive screening and active recruitment – of the HH patients and their relatives –, careful communication and rigorous follow-up, it also involves administrative costs and additional laboratory testing (Newman, 2004). In Canada, experience has shown that, without properly raising the awareness of the blood establishments and HH patients, there is little to be gained in terms of additional blood donations by accepting these patients as donors (Levstik & Adams, 1998; Tan et al., 1999).

Finally, we need to take into account the fact that many haemochromatotics are part of the donor population anyway, even in countries in which the diagnosis of haemochromatosis is an exclusion criterion. These donors will not really provide any additional blood donations if the legislation were to become less stringent regarding haemochromatosis and blood donations (AABB, 2002). Two US trials have shown that 23.2% and 37% respectively of newly diagnosed HH patients were volunteer blood donors (Barton et al., 1999; McDonnell et al., 1999) and Sanchez et al. (2001) estimate that the prevalence of unidentified HH donors in 8 US transfusion centres – from which most of the known haemochromatosis patients are excluded from blood donation – reaches 0.8%.

Genetic population screening would make it possible to identify more people with HH but, taking into account the limited clinical penetrance of the anomaly, it is not advisable to do so (Newman, 2004; Whitlock et al., 2006; Bryant et al., 2008; Swinkels et al., 2009; Camaschella & Hoffbrand, 2010; EASL, 2010; Bacon et al., 2011).

As regards other countries than the USA, there are only few articles available on the eligibility of donors with HH and their donations. A New Zealand prospective trial (Blacklock et al., 2000) has revealed that 56% of 53 haemochromatosis patients – both in the depletion and maintenance phase of treatment – are eligible for allogeneic blood donation if the local donor selection criteria are applied. On average, they provided 13 donations a year, but no mention was made of the ultimate suitability of these donations. The Etablissement Français du Sang (EFS) performs some 70,000 therapeutic venesections each year. These venesections qualify as blood for transfusion purposes if these patients have a good general state of health and if there are no counter-indications for blood donation. According to the EFS, 20 to 30% of the therapeutic venesections could therefore be used for transfusion purposes (EFS, 2011).

2. Estimates for the Belgian blood supply

It is possible to provide an approximation of the potential number of blood donations from haemochromatosis patients on the basis of the prevalence of C282Y homozygosity and the clinical penetrance of hereditary haemochromatosis (cf. Table 2).

Given the fact that the clinical penetrance of iron overload is so low in women (see section 3.2.1) and that, on average, the iron overload appears 10 years later in women than in men, the contribution of men and women should be assessed separately.

It is also necessary to take into account the age limits. In general, the iron overload is only diagnosed after the age of 50 in men. In Belgium, blood donations are authorised up to the age of 70. Finally, we assume that only HH patients in the maintenance phase of treatment are allowed to give blood for the purpose of this assessment.
Table 2. Assessment of the number of haemochromatosis patients eligible for blood donation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Having reached the age for HH expression*</th>
<th>Having reached the age for HH expression*, younger than 71</th>
<th>With symptomatic iron overload linked to HFE(^\ddagger)</th>
<th>With symptomatic iron overload, younger than 71</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>1,822,925</td>
<td>1,305,812 (71.6%)</td>
<td>1,487</td>
<td>1,065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>1,396,747</td>
<td>614,966 (44.0%)</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* from the age of 50 in men, from the age of 60 in women.  
\(^\ddagger\) cf. Table 1.

Given the distribution by age among the Belgian population (EUROSTAT, 2010), we can state that among the total male and female population with a potential risk of iron overload (over the age of 50 for men, and 60 for women, respectively), 71.6 % of men are eligible for blood donation, compared to 44 % of women. However, if we only take into consideration the clinically observable case of symptomatic iron overload, this would amount in practice to 1,065 potential male donors, whereas for women, this would concern no more than 24 individuals.

It is not exactly known how many of these potential donors are in the iron-depletion induction phase of treatment, but it can be assessed to be 10 %, given the fact that this intense phase of treatment takes around 24 months on average in the age group at which HH patients would be allowed to give blood (see above). Some 90 % of the 1,089 potential donors are therefore in the maintenance phase of iron-depletion and do in fact qualify for blood donations.

By taking as a point of departure a rate of 3 blood donations a year, 59 % of which are suitable for transfusion (see APPENDIX 2, 1.), and assuming that all HH patients offer to give blood, the contribution of these 926 blood donors with HH undergoing maintenance therapy\(^{11}\) would reach 1,735 usable red cell concentrates per year, which amounts to some 0.33 % of the yearly deliveries of red cell concentrates (519,530 units, cf. FAMHP, 2011).

Needless to say that the value of this calculation depends on the accuracy of the annual number of donations taken into consideration, of the proportion of venesections performed during the depletion phase of treatment and during maintenance therapy as well as of the average age at diagnosis.

The known number of therapeutic venesections carried out in Belgium makes it possible to make a more direct assessment of the number of potential donations from HH donors. 39,088 therapeutic venesections were carried out in 2009 (NIHDI, 2009): if, among these venesections, 1 out of 11 was performed as part of the maintenance therapy for haemochromatosis (Barton et al., 1999), this would yield 3,553 additional donations per year, which would amount to a 0.65 % increase (549,266 donations, cf. FAMHP, 2011).

\(^{11}\) Based on this line of reasoning, as well as 2 venesections a year (Walkden et al., 2012), some 20 usable concentrates could be collected from compound heterozygotes each year (see Table 1).
This assessment does not take into account the fact that therapeutic venesections are also prescribed for a whole series of patients with conditions other than HFE-related haemochromatosis (Stuart & Viera, 2004; Barton et al., 2010). This concerns e.g. patients with primary polycythaemia, non-HFE haemochromatosis, ferroportin related haemochromatosis, secondary iron overload, porphyria cutanea tarda, chronic hepatitis C12, etc.

Moreover, the ultimate gain in terms of usable blood components is lower as a result of the fact that individuals with HH stop donating blood more frequently, especially as a result of liver conditions and endocrine problems (e.g. diabetes), which cannot be improved through iron depletion (Clarke et al., 2010).

Accepting haemochromatosis patients undergoing maintenance therapy as blood donors results in a fairly limited additional yield of usable blood donations, viz. around 0.4 % of the annual blood supply in Belgium, provided that all patients offer to give blood at each venesection.

3. Shortages in the Belgian blood supply

Each venesection will result in lower iron levels, which in turn will worsen the underlying low-hepcidin state, thus perpetuating the excessive iron absorption by the intestine (see section 3.2.4). It follows that it is important to understand that each haemochromatosis patient is required to abide by the time intervals between venesections (Barton & Bottomley, 2000; Bolan et al., 2001) and should therefore refrain from offering to give blood on other occasions, including in response to calls to donate blood in times of temporary shortage.

Since September 2009, an inventory has been made of the blood supplies available in the transfusion centres and blood establishments for delivery to the hospitals every week. An overview is provided to the transfusion centres and blood establishments. In addition, these supplies have also been published on the FAMHP website for over a year now. Since then, the total supply of blood components has never dropped below the critical threshold (which amounts to the supply for half a week). It follows that the Belgian blood supply is not affected by any structural shortage.

In the light of the research conducted by Adams et al. (1993) and Allen et al. (2010), it is to be expected that the numerous cases of moderate haemochromatosis will be managed in a less aggressive manner. This approach aims at normalising the iron-indices rather than really achieving iron-depletion.

Some experts now advise normalising the serum ferritin at < 300 μg/L for men and menopausal women, and at < 200 μg/L for non-menopausal women (Janssen & Swinkels, 2009; Allen, 2010). A follow-up aimed at monitoring the ferritin and preventing it from reaching high levels, i.e. > 1,000 μg/L, should be initiated every 3 – 5 years, which significantly reduces the number of venesections.

It should also be noted that some 15 % of the index cases with serum ferritin levels over 1,000 μg/L at the moment of diagnosis, die prematurely as a result of this iron overload, in spite of their having received treatment (Barton et al., 2012).

---

12 Carriers of H63D HFE mutations usually only have a moderate iron overload (Allen et al., 2008), but a few authors have reported a strong clinical association of hepatitis C with this mutation (Adams et al., 2006; Del Castillo et al., 2009; Adams et al., 2012). As regards these patients, the therapeutic venesections are not prescribed for HFE-related haemochromatosis.
A national survey conducted on venesections performed for genetic haemochromatosis in France (Schaub et al., 2012) has revealed that 39% of patients wish to have their venesections performed in the hospital in order to see the physician, whereas 28% prefer to have them performed at home by a nurse.

Finally, it is entirely possible for efficient and safe medication to turn out to be active enough to make venesections obsolete (Andrews, 2008; Byrne et al., 2012).
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As an official body, the Superior Health Council takes the view that it is of key importance to guarantee that the scientific advisory reports it issues are neutral and impartial. In order to do so, it has provided itself with a structure, rules and procedures with which these requirements can be met efficiently at each stage of the coming into being of the advisory reports. The key stages in the latter process are: 1) the preliminary analysis of the request, 2) the appointing of the experts within the working groups, 3) the implementation of the procedures for managing potential conflicts of interest (based on the declaration of interest, the analysis of possible conflicts of interest, and a referring committee) and 4) the final endorsement of the advisory reports by the Board (ultimate decision-making body). This coherent set of procedures aims at allowing the SHC to issue advisory reports based on the highest level of scientific expertise available whilst maintaining all possible impartiality.

The advisory reports drawn up by the working groups are submitted to the Board. Once they have been endorsed, they are sent to those who requested them as well as to the Minister of Public Health and are subsequently published on the SHC website (www.css-hgr.be), except as regards confidential advisory reports. Some of them are also communicated to the press and to target groups among healthcare professionals.

The SHC is also an active partner in developing the EuSANH network (European Science Advisory Network for Health), which aims at drawing up advisory reports at the European level.

In order to receive notification about the activities and publications of the SHC, you can send a mail to info.hgr-css@health.belgium.be.